
The Club 420 Association
Minutes of Meeting of the Board of Directors 

March 28, 2012

Attendees:
John Barbano, President
Kathleen Tell, Secretary
Ed Liberty, Class Measurer
John Lambert
Bill Scheurmann
John Morgan
John Reiter 
Steve Perry, Zim
Bob Adam, Zim

Location: by telephone

President’s Remarks: John Barbano called the meeting to order at about 8 pm, EST. 
He noted that the Class had had excellent attendance at mid-winters despite a lower 
turn-out at Orange Bowl. Class currently has 767 members, which puts us near historic 
high.

LP Mast
! Ed Liberty reviewed proposed changes to LP’s gooseneck, mast heel and crane 
fittings. He recounted the results of the November 29, 2011 tests conducted at LP’s 
Rhode Island facility. The data had been distributed to the Board in January and 
established that there was slightly less mast bend with the plastic Selden fitting. The 
difference was “negligible.” Largest difference was found in heavy air conditions; the 
plastic fitting would deflect one inch less than metal. This difference, measured over the 
distance from the top of the 20’ mast to the transom, is, in Ed’s view “not material.” 
Likewise, the weight difference between the plastic and metal fittings was “negligible” 
and was judged to have no effect on performance. The test results were disseminated 
to the other builders, neither of whom had replied to the findings. 

! Further tests revealed that whether the mast is seated on the tenon or the flange, 
the bend results were the same. When masts seated the same way were tested against 
one another, the only difference in bend was detected under “heavy air” conditions, but, 
as noted above, the bend difference was slight. Given the variability in the manner in 
which masts are seated, in sail dimensions and in sailor compensation for varying 
conditions, Ed Liberty judges this difference to be immaterial. 

! John Lambert noted that no one from LP was on tonight’s call and wondered 
whether LP wished to go forward with a vote on the matter. 
! Motion by John Lambert to table discussion pending word from LP about its 
intentions. Seconded by Kathleen Tell. Unanimously approved.



Safety, John Morgan
! During mid-winters, Steve Keen delivered a safety seminar and the Association 
conducted a safety check at the launch areas. Both steps were well-received and 
appeared to have been beneficial. 
! John Morgan is looking for a film crew to produce a video on what to do in the 
case of inversions. Ed Liberty and John Barbano have some suggestions and will follow 
up with him. Steve Keen sent notes of his lecture to Kathleen Tell who will forward them 
to John Morgan. Morgan noted that Sailing Scuttlebutt had a helpful synopsis of Keen’s 
address at Orange Bowl, too. 
! John Morgan will continue to pursue the video option, but needs guidance about 
whether we have approved a budget and in what amount. 

Builders’ Manual, John Lambert
! Efforts are underway to ensure that a Zim boat is delivered to LP for measuring, 
Ed Liberty or John Barbano will attend the measuring. John Barbano will be in touch 
with Bill Crane to prompt collaboration. Ian Bruce will commence his work when the 
measurements are supplied.

Regattas & Fleet, John Lambert
! In 2005, the C420 class was a northeast class. Through the Association’s 
concerted efforts, it has grown to include the midwest, south and California, which is 
now our largest member state. Although most of our sailors remain concentrated in the 
northeast, John Lambert urged that we continue the policy of rotating our major summer 
events throughout the country. Bill Scheuermann concurred, warning that we would lose 
sailors if we concentrated our events in the northeast.

! Whether we are able to host successful regattas in different regions of the 
country will depend to some degree on the availability of charter boats. John Lambert 
noted that this year’s Nationals was scheduled in California, in part to dovetail with 
Bemis and Youths, both of which are on the west coast. He also recalled that LP had 
provided charters for Nationals in California in 2010 with no assistance from the 
Association. In 2008 (again CA), he believed the Class had guaranteed 13 charters, in a 
deal approved by Rob Salk. The guarantee would up costing the class about $700 
because all but one boat was chartered. 

! We will need more discussion about whether and how to support the charters 
necessary to enable us to rotate our regattas to the west and south. Need to look into 
the availability of the LP charter fleet, bearing in mind that it would be harmful to the 
class if the C420 is dropped from Bemis or Youths, which might happen if charters dry 
up completely. 

! Related news -- Ed Liberty suggests we consider putting a C420 on display at 
Opti events. Zim did that at Opti NEs last year. The Inland Lakes Yachting Assn. voted 
this winter to recognize C420 and promote it. They’re looking for C420s now. 



Executive Director, John Lambert
! Lambert, Barbano and Tell had a good conversation with one candidate. The 
discussion followed the outline of the job description that had been distributed to Board 
some time ago. Lambert suggests we go no further until leadership for the Assoc. Is 
identified. Discussion ensued concerning class leadership and other Exec Director 
candidates. Executive Board to continue discussion and report back.

Kaon Transfer, Barbano & Lambert
! PS 2000 reportedly completed the transfer of its assets to Kaon. Rob Pemberton, 
who had been identified as a manager of Kaon, has now transferred Kaon to Matt 
Wake. Kaon still owns the tools, which were the subject of the agreement and the focus 
of the Association’s interest. John Lambert will seek proof of Kaon’s acquisition of PS 
2000s rights.

New Business
Ed Liberty suggested that we consider whether it would make sense to have a single 
builder for the rudder, mast and centerboard. We can investigate further after the 
Builder’s Manual is complete. 

Motion to adjourn by Kathleen Tell, Seconded by John Morgan

Adjourned at 9:28 pm
!

!   


